New Student Programs 6/30/18 Webinar-Chat Room Transcript
Questions Asked & Corresponding Answers:
tyhani:Is it supposed to start at 7?
Gurkamal:yes
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Yes we will start at 7
Peggy Fuchik:Will this be recorded so that anyone who coudln't attend view later?
braxton:hi ðŸ˜‚
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Yes It will be posted on our website go.udayton.edu/nso and then on the
multimedia tab
Peggy Fuchik:Awesome, thanks!
Alyssa Brodnick:Are we still logged in?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Yes we can see you
Hannah Murphy:how long is the webinar expected to last?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:1 hour
Kitty Saja:just checking also. I had a UD screen originally & after kicked off it now says 'nothing is being
shared'
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:It will start soon You are in the right place
Kitty Saja:ok thanks
William Walker:thanks
braxton:I cannot hear the video
Sam Witchger:not talking yet ^
Steff Birch:yeet yeet yah
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:The webinar will start at 7
Quinn Murray:Hello
Megan Powers:is this an ask and answer webinar where you can hear what we say?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:No If you have a question, you will need to type it here
Megan Powers:Thank You
Hannah Murphy:we are both a parent and a student
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Ok
Gurkamal:I only hear the cspan stuff?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Is it open on your computer?
Grant Dyer:Can you remove the poll boxes?
charlie webber:can you clear the poll tabs from the screen?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:We are workin gon it
Gurkamal:I got it working, thanks
Chris Schneider:what does G.P.S stand for or mean?
Sofia Hernandez:What does GPS stand for
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Guiding Pre Orientation Students
Chris Schneider:ok thank you
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:SImply the name for our module
Darleen Schaeffler:the screen blacked out for a second or two and lost audio
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Is it back working for you? It is working on our end
Darleen Schaeffler:We have video but no audio
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:You can try exiting and re-entering
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:We think it is an isolated issue for you
Darleen Schaeffler:Oh it just fixed itself somehow
Caroline Scarazzo:if you go to camp blue are you able to drop stuff off early as well?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Yes
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:You can still participate in Early Drop Off if you go to camp
Juliana:when do you move in if you are doing marching band?
Caroline Scarazzo:and have to register?
Ally:I second Juliana's question
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:You will be notified by the music dept. but it is usually Saturday the 11th

Laura Rauch:If you participate in camp blue, do you need to register for early drop off?
tyhani:if you are a flyer promise scolar are you required to move in early?
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Caroline, what registration are you referring to?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:No you don't have to register for early drop off if you get into camp
Ally:Would band members need to register for early drop off or is it denoted through the music department?
Megan Thornton:do you have to register for early move-in if you are in band camp?
Caroline Scarazzo:melissa answered both my questions thank you
Halley Keefe:If you attend Camp Blue do you fully move in beforehand?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Flyer Promise will arrange your move -in
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Band members: All of your move in details are handled through the Music
Department
Ally:Thank you, Scott
Megan Thornton:Thank you!
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Yes Hailey you move everything in when you come for camp
Halley Keefe:Ok, thank you!
Harry Huynh:I heard a requirement that all first year students must live on campus for the first year, is this ture
or false?
Sam Witchger:how much space is there for each time slot on early drop off
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Yes unless you live within 40 miles and then are a commuter
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Its a one hour time slot and space varies.
Paxton Scholl:When participating in early drop off, would there be a chance that my roomate would move their
things in at the same time as me? Or do you stagger the times so it's not too hectic in the room?
sara wajda:What day do classes truly start?
Abigail Conway:I'm driving in the morning of move in day from Chicago. If I don't get there until closer to 1 will
that be ok?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:It is dependent on when you specify you want to attend and availability of time
slots
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Classes begin Wednesday August 22'
Colleen McDonnell:If you go on Camp Blue how will the parents be able to drive back to Dayton the next
week?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Abigail - Yes we will have help for the stated hours of move-in but you can still
move in whenever you arrive
Gurkamal:the bottom of the powerpoint is cut off
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Colleen: Your parents are welcome to return for NSO & Parent Orientation the
following week, but they are not required to do so
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:She will address the information that is cut off
Abigail Conway:I'm confused. Don't we have to pick a certain time during the day to check in?
Laura Rauch:So, are you saying parents are or are not required to attend NSO?
Melanie:Do parents/family need to get a hotel room if attending the orientation on Saturday and Sunday if they
are not local?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:No, if you move in when your residence hall hours are
Scott Wilson - Moderator:NSO is mandatory for students; however, it is optional for Parents/Family
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:You will then check in at the tent between 1 and 6 on Friday
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Melanie: Many of our first-year student families choose to check out hotel
rooms for the weekend. You can find more information about nearby hotels on campus
website udayton.edu and search for hotels.
Melanie:Ummiya - thank you!
Abigail Conway:Why do we need to register for new student orientation?
Micah Hung:will there be a scheduled time for commuting students to arrvie each day?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:So we know that you are coming and how many guests you will be bringing
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Yes, you can check our website go.udayton.edu/nso and look under schedules for
the commuter schedules. You will also get an email fron the commuting student advisor.
Micah Hung:Thanks
Colleen McDonnell:When will we know that we are in camp blue?
Henry Johnson:Is there a concern about not being able to register on the open date but have to wait until a

week later.
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:You will get a confirmation right after registering
Juliana:do we register for all this stuff on proches
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Colleen: Camp Blue Registration opens July 19
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Henry - You can register for NSO anytime between July 5 - August 5
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Juliana: Yes, you will be able to register through instructions listed on
Porches. You can also access this information through our website go.udayton.edu/nsp
Lindsey E:Is Team Blue there for Early Drop-off?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:No but there is limited help provided for Early Drop and the ability to check out
our moving carts
Lindsey E:Thanks
tyhani:what is the app called for the schedules
Trevor Benning:i was told yesterday they would be there to help so what i was told was not true
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:It is in the process of being named - check our website at go.udayton.edu/nso
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Trevor: What help are you referring to? Move in or Early Drop?
Trevor Benning:early drop off i called and asked that exact question and was told they would be there
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Trevor: Yes, there will be help for Early Drop Off. It is just less help than on Move In
Day. On Early Drop Off days, you may have one or two people help you while on Move in day, you may have
four or more people helping you. Help is more limited during Early Drop.
Trevor Benning:thx
Ben Godfrey:Will this chat be recorded as well when this webinar is uploaded?
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Ben: We are asking our tech support your question.
Harry Huynh:Is it possible to get a downloaded copy of the slideshow after the seminar for if I were want to
refrence something in the future?
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Harry: Yes, a powerpoint will be uploaded along with the powerpoing
Ben Godfrey:Thank you!
Scott Wilson - Moderator:along with the video*
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Harry - Please email us at nso@udayton.edu and you can request one
Claire Garrett:Are there carts available to help move contents to room on early drop off?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Yes, they are available for check out that day in the lobby for the time slot you
have
Claire Garrett:Thank you!
Melanie:Is there a limited number of family members that can attend Family Weekend?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:No
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:You can bring as many family members as you like
Richard Abbott:Will we get email reminders about family weekends and registrations?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:No You will get a postcard but not an email
Richard Abbott:even better, thanks
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:The website is go.udayton.edu/familyweekend
Megan Thornton:Where do we sign up for family weekend On August 7th?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:It will be on our website go.udayton.edu/familyweekend
charlie webber:can yuo discuss advisor and class selection process?
Max Gregori:Thank you
John Convey:Thank you!!
Lisa Olson:Thank you!
Grant Dyer:what is the name of the mandatory classes we need to complete between July 22-Aug 22?
Alcohol EDU & ?? Will these be available through porches?
Colleen Flach:are we allowed to go home during the first couple of weekends??
Peggy Fuchik:Great job!
Henry Johnson:Thank you
Laura Rauch:students have a log in for the website. Do parents have a separate sign in?
Richard Abbott:thanks!
Anthony Collura:great job! Thanks
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Charlie: Advisor/class selection is handled exclusively by your academic advisor and
can vary by department

Ethan Reigelsperger:When do we get our class schedules
Harry Huynh:Thank you!
Ian Russell:Thank you so much! This Webinar was very helpful!
Claire Garrett:Thank you!
Mary Sreenan:Thank you
Kyle Smith:Thanks this presentation was great!!!
Quinn Murray:Thanks
Chris Schneider:thank you this clarified a lot of information we had questions about. thanks you.
Nicki Bettuzzi:Thank you for your time!
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Colleen - yes you can go home whenever you want
Kitty Saja:Thanks! Great info.
Imani Prophet:Thank You!
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Class schedules will be released July 18
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Grant: That would be SAPU. Sexual Assualt Prevention for Undergraduates
Allison VanZant 3:When will we get our housing assignments and roommates?
Megan Powers:Great Job - very informative and i loved it - so glad i registered - well well worth my time!!!
THank you thank you thank you
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:July 18
Ethan Reigelsperger:Thank you
Colleen McDonnell:What happens if you dont get into camp blue? (I did not register for other time slots)
Megan Powers:the roommates we requested - will that most likely be our rooommate?
charlie webber:I have completed my schedule and will my advisor contact me to finalize the schedule and
time slots vefore solidfied?
Colleen Flach:Thanks. My sister's college made them stay there for a month
Harry Huynh:Will we be notified if scheduled classes need to be changed?
Ally:Will Porches remain our main student portalt hroughout our time as students?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Colleen - you will be added to a wait list
Trevor Burrola:Thank you have a good day
Abby Bruns:Thank you!
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Laura: Which website are you referring to?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Ally - yes Porches is your main portal
Kyle Smith:If i request a roommate, how lilkely is it that i will get them as a roommate?
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Charlie: Schedules are finalized mid-July (18th)
Ryan Maguire:What is the best way to send AP scores before class schedules are released?
Megan Powers:the roommates we requested - will that most likely be our rooommate?
Harry Huynh:When will we get our ID cards?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Kyle - contact Housing and Residence Life at 937-229-3317
Ally:Thank you! :)
Laura Rauch:porches account...wondering about paying...is it through the student portal?
Kyle Smith:Thanks
charlie webber:Thank you ... Will we have contact withadvisor before they are finalized?
Megan Powers:How to parents receive permission to view their grades
Megan Powers:our*
Trevor Benning:on nso schedule on friday it says family social is that for family and what exactly is it
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Harry - you will get your ID card at check in or commuter breakfast
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Megan: You can fill out a FERPA form with Flyer Student Services to allow your
parents to see your grades.
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Laura: You can authorize your parent or guardian as an authenticated account
and will follow directions for payment processing.
Anna Biesecker-Mast:Can you talk about the Honors Welcome and NSO and how those fit together?
Harry Huynh:Commuter breakfast? What day is that?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Saturday monring
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:morning
Lucy Couch:When do you register for Early move in?
Harry Huynh:Is it the same day as move in?

Megan Powers:Thank you Scott! do you know if the roommate i requested will be the roommate i get for
sure???
Micah Hung:will we buy books during NSO days?
Laura Rauch:Thank you!
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:You register through the housing portal for early drop off
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Harry: No, move in is Friday. Commuter Breakfast is Saturday the 18th
Kitty Saja:as others asked...if 2 people chose each other as roommates, is that guaranteed that they will room
together (if their profiles matched )?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Micah - Yes you can purchase books during NSO or in advance
Anna Biesecker-Mast:Thank you-- super helpful!!
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Ryan: You should be able to send AP scores directly through the AP website
to the University of Dayton and your school's respective academic department will process those for you.
Kyle Smith:How much more does early drop off cost?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Early Drop off is free
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Megan: That is a question for housing. They do their best to accomodate your
requests.
Megan Powers:thank you
Micah Hung:Do we need ID card to buy books? If so, can we get the ID early?
Kitty Saja:thank you
Megan Powers:how do we buy books? is it via UD's website
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Megan: Their phone number is 937 229 3317
Piercson Sheehan:Will we get a sylabus for classes prior to when they start?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Yes it is helpful but you can also bring a state ID
Trevor Benning:what is the family social on friday night - is it just for kids or for family and what is it
Harry Huynh:Okay, do I need to sign up for the commuter breakfast or would I just show up at a certain time?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Trevor - Friday night residential students will have a meeting and social for
students only
Megan Thornton:Will we get a list of recommended things to buy for classes such as books, notebooks,
computers, etc?
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Piercson: Some professors post syllabi to isidore.udayton.edu prior to the first day of
class and others do not. It depends on the professor
charlie webber:Can you explain the process for text book purchase given the UD Textbook credit program?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:The family social is for parents
Nicki Bettuzzi:If you choose random roommate, when and where do you find out who it is?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:MEgan - there is an official list but you can refer to our website for suggestions
Mary Varga:what type of computer is best? A mac or a window?
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Charlie: If you qualify for the book scholarship, you can use your student ID/ID
number to apply the book credit when you buy your books
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Nicki - you will receive your roommate information from Housing via email
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Harry: You do not have to sign up for any of the commuter events, that is
already completed through your NSO registration.
Megan Powers:Melissa: where
charlie webber:Thank you Scott!
Megan Powers:as in where for the list for textbooks
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Mary - Go to the udayton.edu website and type in computer requirement to find
what you need for your major
Nicki Bettuzzi:Thank you Melissa!
Kyle Smith:Mary there is a website link for laptops that says what is best for certain colleges
Matthew Donohue:Where can I locate the FERPA on the Dayton website?
Piercson Sheehan:Does Dayton provide ebooks for some courses?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Matthew - It will be available at the REsource Fair on Saturday at the Flyer
Student Services table
Matthew Donohue:Thank you
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Piercson - yes, it is dependent on the course and instructor
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Matthew: You can also find it at udayton.edu and search FERPA Form

Laura Rauch:The drop off on Aug 17...what if you are too far away to arrive at the assigned time?
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Megan: Please follow this link after July 19 to find the textbooks relevant to
your course schedule. https://shop.udayton.edu/college
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Laura - you can move in anytime after the listed times, we just don't have help
after the slotted times
Megan Powers:Ummiya: thank you
Laura Rauch:ok thank you
Trevor Benning:what website was to get more information on laptops?
Megan Powers:can you repeat - if we're in Finance/Business what's the best computer suggested?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Go to the udayton.edu website and type in computer requirement
Jennifer Westmeyer:Great job. Thanks so much!
charlie webber:Can you repeat the software download for free location again?
Trevor Benning:If you dont use the full textboock scholarship, does it transfer to the next semester?
Abigail Conway:My major says it prefers a windows based laptop. I really wanted to get a macbook. Does it
really make a difference in what i get?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:software.udayton.edu
Megan Powers:Melissa: Thank you
Laura Rauch:Thanks to you all for the information! It was very helpful!
charlie webber:Thx!
Emily Keller:very helpful, thanks!
Ryan Maguire:Thank you!
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Abigail: It may. We recommend you talk with your academic advisor
Kitty Saja:congrats!
Matthew Donohue:How do you get reimbursed for textbooks for the textbook scholarships?
Megan Powers:what's his name?
Megan Powers:Nice Name!!! haha every parent should be able to embarass their kids
Megan Thornton:Thank you, very helpful!
Harry Huynh:Did your son attend Fairborn at some point?
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Matthew: The textbook scholarhip is only redeemable at the UD Bookstore. You will
swipe your Student ID at checkout to apply the credit
Kitty Saja:smart young man, obviously
Matthew Donohue:Thank you
Julie Hartig:Are ID's available for pick up at early drop off?
Laura Rauch:How much is the UD book credit for?
Jayla Holzinger:I met him at the Multicultural Overnight!
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:No IDs aren't distributed until move in day
Megan Powers:uh oh! you'll be the go-to mom on campus
Trevor Benning:so for textbook scholarship you can't order online and use scholarship
Jayla Holzinger:yes!
Karen Carroll:We had difficulty logging on at first. Where will we be able to view the recording?
Mary Varga:thank you for taking the time to share all of this with us! It was extremely helpful!
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Laura: For those who are eligable, it is $500
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Trevor - Yes if you work through the bookstore
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:You wil get your scholarship
Harry Huynh:DId your son ever attend the Fairborn school district?
Quinn Murray:This was super helpful
Trevor Benning:I thought we did not get id till move in day so we can't get books prior to that or did I
misunderstand
Kathy Papastratakos:Can you clarify if books are purchased online or when we arrive on orientation
weeekend?
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Trevor: You can provide your ID number and they can apply the credit
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Kathy - you can do either
Trevor Benning:thx
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:The bookstore info is included in our brochure that was mailed to you
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:IT is also on our website

Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:In the publications tab
Melanie:If you had enough college credit from your high school career to enter as a sophomore - can you
have a car on campus?
Harry Huynh:Will I be provided a full list of book and supply/computer requirements prior to class starting?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Melanie - Contact Parking Services
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:We don't believe so
Megan Powers:same question as Harry
Trevor Benning:can the textbook scholarship be used for online access codes - ie to do homework that
classes require such as webassign etc
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Harry: That information is available, but you will be able to get a list of books from
the bookstore once you have your class schedule
Megan Powers:Gotcha!!! Thank You
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Textbook scholarship can be used for online books if purchased through the
bookstore on campus
Kitty Saja:per scott's comment- please clarify. Is this what you meant? you can order the books online & pay
for them but when you arrive on campus you can bring id & get a credit on your CC?
Trevor Benning:not just for books but for access to homework and professor stuff they want you to have
access - webassign, mcgraw etc
Laura Rauch:can textbook scholarship be used only for textbooks or also supplies- paper, backpacks,..
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Textbook scholarship is only applicable to textbooks and online access codes.
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Kitty: They will not issue you a credit on your credit card. If you order textbooks
online through the bookstore, they will apply the book scholarship prior to checkout
Laura Rauch:ok
Trevor Benning:not supplies but online access codes that companies charge you to have access
Megan Powers:are there dorm room dimensions to see what it's set up like so we could buy as appropriate
Harry Huynh:Who should I email if I have questions about first year requirements that come up in the future?
Kitty Saja:Scott: even though you don't have an id yet?
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Trevor - the textbook scholarship is only for items purchased through the
bookstore, so if it is available there it can apply
Trevor Benning:thx
Ummiya Chaudhary-Moderator:Yes Megan, please refer to the following website to see a floor plan ofour firstyear dormitory buildings and sample pictures of the standard two-person
rooms. https://www.udayton.edu/studev/housing/residential_facilities/index.php
Scott Wilson - Moderator:Kitty: You will be prompted for your student ID number. You can find that
on porches.udayton.edu
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Trevor - the best thing is probably to call the bookstore in the morning with your
exact question
Kitty Saja:ok thanks
Nicki Bettuzzi:Have a great night everyone!
Tina Harris:thank you for all of this
Sofia Hernandez:the FB group Dayton Parents 2022 could be a good source to share info
Megan Powers:Thank You so so so much! Great Job
John Convey:Good night. THank you
Sofia Hernandez:thanks
Emily Snider:Thank you!
John Convey:GO FLYERS
Melissa Flanagan - Moderator:Good night!
Piercson Sheehan:thank you gn

